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“VoyageVoyage” is a unique 
experience, a place where you can 

be sensitive and creative.

For all people, all ages, all gender.

Vote when asked.
Share if  you like.

Support if  you can.



Change Humanity

without effort



Welcome 
on-board!
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Short episode of graphic tales and stories
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question it



A long time ago, a mass, 
moving and swirling approached. 



It enveloped us.  
Then, to show the disorder in which it was:



images arose from it, which captivated
our attention and shaped our habits.



So, we determined the meaning of each thing 
by imposing a conclusion on it.



In order to consult, list and compare 
the beliefs gained, collections were written.



The language was created to facilitate the expres-
sion and the propagation of opinions and ideas.



Then, habits, conclusions, beliefs, opinions 
came together and formed a large wall.



And we realized that we could not go beyond 
that wall : we were limited and locked.



The more we sought to organize this disorder, 
the more the situation became confused.



The more we tried to get out,
the more the mass spread.



The more we tried to resist,
the more the mass became stronger.



It had become so complex and so confused,



that it no longer knew where its place was 
and neither did we.
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Selection of photos of the BeHind the Scenes series
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Explanation of the perception and the symbolism

INSIDE  
PERCEPTION



“Inside Perception” is the place where I 
share with you more insights about the 
meaning of the stories and drawings.
 
If you like to discover by yourself, don’t read 
“Inside Perception”. 
 
The stories of my travels are special and re-
quire special attention. 

Symbols are used to simplify and densify 
the message. A single image of “Order” can 
become a big pile of words.
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What is “Inside Perception”?



This image shows different characters caught in a chaotic movement.
Images symbolize concepts, goals that everyone seeks to achieve or 
avoid. These symbols have been perpetuated for centuries.
 
Here are some of these symbols. 
 
Have fun finding the meaning of others and tell me if you need a 
clue.

Inside Perception : “Order”



Thanks for your Time

Now Choose 
what inspires You!

http://bit.ly/VoyageVoyage00


º

Time to Choose your Next “VoyageVoyage”!

Click & Access to the 
Poll & Choose!

1 ) Go to the link below or in the last email:  
Link:     bit.ly/VoyageSeries
2 ) Click on character on the envelope

3 Ways

http://bit.ly/VoyageVoyage00


,

That’s all! 

Hope you had a good time reading 

and traveling in “VoyageVoyage” 

Thanks for your feedback, 
it is important for me 
to improve my work 
and get support from people!

Your Feedback:  bit.ly/VoyageVoyage00



canhumanitychange.com 

Do you like “VoyageVoyage”?

Please Share it:

Forward this PDF
Share the site:



A Monthly Digital Magazine 

voyage voyage
is your adventure!

Work in Progress...
Check Your Email



About & Bonus

ABOUT



BONUS | WHAT I AM DOING | YOUR TITLE?
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Welcome to Order! 
“Order” is a series in three parts.
It talks about Confusion and Disorden.

In terms of text, I created two versions of it.
 
This story can be read and understood in 
different ways.

Let me know your thoughts.  
Kin - KLV

What is Order?
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Whos is Kin Le Voyageur
A Self-taught Artist who explores his in-
spirational universe through different 
means: drawing, writing, design, photo...

“I hope you enjoy the journey! Let me 
know in the poll what you like most” 
Kin - KLV 

Please | Share | Follow | Support



“BeHind the Scenes” is a selection of photos 
of my drawings in different surroundings.

Staging my drawings in suitable landscapes 
gives the impression of making them travel.
 
I am always interested in how art is 
conceived and where.  So when I am cre-
ating, I always make sure to take some pic-
tures. 

It is a way for you to travel through my 
“Photos & Illustrations”.

“VoyageVoyage!”
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What is “BeHind the Scenes”?


